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Socket pressures can be modeled quite accurately as a function of the forces and moments that occur just distal to the socket. This provides a way of comparing the performance of feet of different design, the demands that different types of activities place on the residual limb, and the ways in which different patients respond to given foot designs. Armed with this knowledge, prosthetists can compare foot performance using scientific evidence and better understand the needs of patients.
METHOD
The sockets of four transtibial subjects were instrumented with a commercially available transducer (JR3) and F-Socket pressure measurement system, and subjects were asked to walk at a self-selected comfortable speed. Alignment of the foot was moved + 5 mm. Using two feet of different design, each subject also was asked to ascend and descend steps and ramps, to walk on slopes, and in a circle so the feet could be compared. Regression models were developed for the sagittal plane using socket pressures as the dependent variable with transducer-measured forces and moments as the independent variables. A GUI was developed to facilitate data analysis and modeling.
RESULTS
. Using a significance of p < 0.005 for inclusion of the independent variables, the regression models frequently produced R 2 values greater than 0.900. Regression coefficients for different regions of the socket were tabled in the form of a matrix which facilitates a comparison of feet and subjects (an example is presented in the adjacent column). There were significant differences in the moments and forces between activities and foot designs for individual subjects which indicate that different pressures would be experienced on the residual limb. The models are valuable in revealing how the responsiveness of the foot contributes to pressure in different regions of the socket. Matrix of Regression Coefficients (above) and forces and moments that predict distal tibia pressure (below)
DISCUSSION
Two interesting findings are the extent to which the vertical ground reaction force influences all socket pressures and the extent to which moment at the heel during loading response, which is a function of foot design, increases pressure at the distal tibia and the extent to which the moment at the toe during propulsion decreases pressure. The SACH foot is relatively simple to model whereas energy storing feet are more complex.
CONCLUSION
Regression models which estimate pressures as a function of the forces and moments transmitted from the pylon to the socket make it possible to characterize and compare the performance of feet in ways not previously explored, and could become a useful tool for prescribing foot type.
